Every year awards for
Corfu Secret Hotel

HOTEL
CORFU SECRET
A boutique collection hotel

Be a Star with Us

Hotel «Corfu Secret»
• Since its opening in May
2007, in its first year of
operation, the hotel has
become well- known
throughout Europe,
America, Canada and
Australia.

• The Corfu Secret Hotel
was designed to cater for
the needs of a wide
range of visitors to the
island, not only holidaymakers and business
travelers .

• In Greece as well as the
sea, the sun and the
truly beautiful coastlines
we now have the Corfu
Secret Hotel...

• It is no accident that for
two years in succession
the Corfu Secret Hotel
has been recognized by
the Alpha Guide as one
of the best hotels in
Greece.

On an island such as Corfu
the traveler has many choices
of accommodation. Hotel
Corfu Secret has, due to its
unique characteristics, come
occupy a special place.
Since its opening in May
2007, in its first year of operation, the hotel has become
well- known throughout
Europe, America, Canada and
Australia
Although this ‘Boutique’ type
hotel can be distinguished
from other buildings by its
Neo-classical façade, it still
manages to retain its local
identity.
It is situated in the north part
of the island in the traditional
village of Agios Markos, famous for its history and its
beautiful green and peaceful
surroundings, only 600m from
the beach, within easy and

quick access from Corfu’s port
and national airport.
Corfu Secret Boutique Hotel
was not only designed to cover
the needs of holidaymakers or
business travelers but to cover
a wide range of visitors to the
island; those who seek a more
personal service that cannot
be found in big hotels, more
warm, more friendly, more
familiar.

In Greece, as well as the sea,
the sun and the truly beautiful
coastlines we now have the
Corfu Secret boutique Hotel.

Designed for people who love
and appreciate art, for dreamers, for those who want to
travel for awhile to the old
romantic bygone eras.
Everyone though, without
exception, will enjoy the exceptional Greek hospitality,
the personal service, the
friendly atmosphere, the warm
and sincere smiles of the staff
but mostly for its reasonable
prices.

With a view of the Ionian Sea and the Old Town
The architectural study and
the planning of work was undertaken by two of the most
famous architects in Athens,
the company’s aim and desire
was that the building would
blend in with the magnificent
natural surroundings
The hotel consists of 23 beautifully appointed rooms with a

fantastic view of the sea, the
natural green surroundings
and even Old Corfu Town.
The hotel is developed over 7
graduated levels, all joined by
an outside marble staircase.
On the second level, the visitor will find the reception area,
the lounge, restaurant and

main bar.
Whilst on the seventh level
the swimming pool and pool
bar await…..
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EXPLORE YOUR SENSES
The first contact

From the first moment
our visitors will be able
to sense what, with great
love and care, we have
created for them…...

From the first moment our
visitors will be able to sense
what, with great love and
care, we have created for
them.

Here, at reception, our
friendship begins, and here
we will meet again not to say
“goodbye” but “see you
soon”.

At the reception, with a swift
and professional check-in, the
visitor is quickly ready to
explore the island and can
obtain information at the
desk about the island, the
interesting destinations and
popular sight–seeing attractions. Car hire information is
also available.

From checkin to checkout we take
care of our
guests and
do our very
best to fulfill
any particular requests
and deal
with any

problems promptly and courteously.

In the lounge
… and the delights
of the senses will
continue until night
spreads its veil and
the lights turn on
and Corfu becomes
the queen of the
night….
night….

The marble, the walnut
bine to create a sensuous
wood, the clay decoraatmosphere.
tions, the marble representations, the statues, all
these combine to give a
sense of luxury and comfort.
Traditional Corfiot colors,
porcelain, authentic antiques, samples of prosperity from other eras com-

At the restaurant
Just next to the lounge there
is the small gourmet restaurant, where you can dine taking advantage of the balcony’s breathtaking view.

The dinner here will be
a real experience of
tastes and aromas.

Here, our visitors can relax
whilst being serenaded by the
gentle sounds of romantic
music to accompany the food
along with a fine bottle of
Greek wine from the well
stocked cellar of our hotel.

Dinner here will be a real
experience of tastes and aromas
The enjoyment
continues as
the romantic
afternoons
give place to
the magnificent
sunsets and the
delights of the
senses will
continue until
the night

spreads its veil, and the lights
turn on and Corfu becomes
the queen of the night…
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EXPLORE YOUR SENSES
In the hotel’s main bar
When dinner has finished the
soft music give way to more
modern types and the refreshing cocktails will cheer you
and make the atmosphere
even more warm.

only authentic drinks, champagnes and wines from the

most famous Greek and foreign houses.

Visitors from all over the
world become one group, one
family.

enjoy moments of
relaxation and calm
in front of the marble
fireplace...

And for those who wish to
continue the romantic night
under the moonlight, the bar
will be open until…..
Particular notice should be
taken that the hotel serves

In the pool
… and for those who
wish to continue the
romantic night under
the moonlight the

Here, during the sunny
afternoons and warm evenings our visitor can swim,
relax with family, or read
or listen to music and can
be refresh by a chilled
beer or a cocktail.

bar’s big balcony will
be open up to end of
schedule …

Our visitors can also enjoy
a snack, a hamburger or a
club sandwich.
The hotel’s pool is fully
maintained and regulated
by the most modern technology and monitored
daily.
As a result we can offer
our visitors the certainty
and the security that eve-

The external marble
friezes and statues give
the hotel a NeoClassical look.

rything has been done to
ensure that even the most
sensitive can enjoy a
swim.
The machinery and the
chemical
products that
been used are
friendly to
the environment and
have ISO
approval
from the

European Union.
The pool’s depth does not
exceed 1.86m while at the
same level there is the children’s pool for our little
friends, with a depth 0.5m.
The pool is open from the
morning until 20.30 in the
evening for general use,
although special nights
can be arranged.
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EXPLORE YOUR SENSES
In the room
Real experience …
A relaxing and calm atmosphere….
Discreet luxury in all places,
using materials that have
been brought from all over the
world, in order to achieve the
best result.
Furniture made from the finest leathers, woollen carpets,
buckrams made of wool and
pure silk, terracotta Italian
tiles and Bohemian crystals
are some of the materials that
The Luxury rooms are situated on the highest level of
the hotel, big, spacious and
comfortable, giving the finest
view, they cover the needs of

Discreet luxury inall the
places..

have been used.

The 23 rooms of the
hotel offer you not only
a panoramic view or a
pool view and an
atmosphere of
relaxation that emit due
to the decoration and
the color nuance but

The 23 rooms of the hotel
offer you not only a panoramic view or a pool view and
an atmosphere of relaxation
and comfort but also a wide
variety of extras such as complementary toiletries, air conditioning, electronic safety
box, electronic locks, satellite
television, refrigerator, Wi-Fi
internet, daily maid service,
room service etc.
The hotel has three types of
rooms, especially designed to
cater for all tastes.
Luxury, standard and family
room.

The Standard rooms have a
balcony with panoramic sea
view.
All our visitors regardless of
room type will receive the
best care from our polite and
friendly staff.
Room cleaning and room
service for any drinks and
refreshments is in daily service

a mini suite.
The Family rooms are on the
lowest level and have a pool
view. They consist of two
separate rooms along a private, small corridor which
offers privacy and safety for
parents and their children.
Suitable for families with up
to two children below 12 years
of age.

also a wide variety of
comforts …..

One more place, was given
special attention as to the
materials used and that was
the bathroom. Antique taps,
Italian porcelain tiles, shower
curtain made of pure silk, the
marble shower and the cosmetic basket will make yourshower enjoyable.

EXPLORE YOUR SENSES
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General Facilities


23 luxury rooms on five levels with outside connecting
staircase and wonderful view.



Quiet location but within easy walking distance of bars,
restaurants etc.



Bar and Pool Bar



Panoramic View



Swimming pool and children’s pool (depth 50cm)



Continental buffet breakfast



All public rooms fully air conditioned



Room Service



Satellite TV



Clean water system



Wi—Fi Internet



Generator



Mini Market within 10 m.
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EXPLORE YOUR SENSES

Room facilities


Luxury environment



Balcony



Panoramic or pool view



Luxury bathroom and complementary toiletries



Telephone



Automatic private messages



Alarm system



Refrigerator or Mini Bar



Electronic safety box



Electronic door locks



Remote controlled air conditioning



Wi-Fi Internet



Satellite TV
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EXPLORE YOUR SENSES



13 km from the port and Corfu Town



16 km from Corfu international airport



600 meters from the beach



Bus stop within 10 m.

EXPLORE YOUR SENSES

Agios Markos
Corfu - 490 83
GREECE
Tel.: (+30)26610 97921
Fax.: (+30)26610 97931
http://www.corfusecret.gr
reservations@corfusecret.gr

Visit our web site at
www.corfusecret.gr

Our team can organize and offer

Central Athens Office
64, Alexandras Av.
Athens - 114 73
GREECE
Tel.: +30 210 3243879
Fax.: +30 2103245234
www.corfusecet.gr
Email.: info@corfusecret.gr

Our hotel, its associates
and staff will do everything they can in order
to ensure that your customers are not just
happy but charmed by
their accommodation on
the island.
This a collective effort
because only working
as a team can we
achieve this result.
It is no accident that for
two years in succession
the Corfu Secret Hotel
has been recognized by
the Alpha Guide as one
of the best hotels in
Greece
We and our associates
will be with you at
every step to organize

the package of your
choice
Furthermore, we would
like to inform you that if
you wish we can organize a shuttle service
from and to the airport
for individual customers
or groups.
We can also organize:
 Local day trips for
small groups.
 Package with accommodation- car- sight –
seeing of the island
 Visits to Aqualand
 One - day boat trip to
the nearest beaches.
 Offers for honeymooners
We can organize beautiful walks and horse riding in the green path-

ways of Agios Markos.
The Corfu Secret team
is here to listen to your
queries and to inform
you of any new offer, to
share experiences and
by working hard, earn
your trust so that we
have a long term friendly
and mutually beneficial
relationship.

